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About Nesta
Nesta is an innovation charity with a mission to help people and 
organisations bring great ideas to life.

We are dedicated to supporting ideas that can help improve all our lives, 
with activities ranging from early–stage investment to in–depth research 
and practical programmes.

Nesta’s Practice Guides 
This guide is part of a series of Practice Guides developed by Nesta’s Innovation Skills 
team. The guides have been designed to help you to learn about innovation methods 
and approaches and put them into practice in your work. 

For further information, contact skills@nesta.org.uk
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INTRODUCTION 

While innovation is rapidly and radically changing much of our lives, we continue to face major 
social and environmental problems – some long–standing, some new. However, there are many 
passionate, creative entrepreneurs designing and building new ways of addressing these 
challenges, and here at Nesta we want to support entrepreneurs with the finance, networks, 
and expertise they need to grow their organisations and reach more people. 

One of the ways we do this is through making social impact investments, and this guide has 
been created to share aspects of the practice that we use to make and manage investments in 
innovative social ventures. The field of impact investing is gaining ground but still evolving, and 
so the aim of the guide is to share our insights rather than offer a prescriptive method. In this 
way, we hope to contribute to identifying and developing good practice that will help advance 
the field as a whole.

Who might read this guide?
This guide is intended for institutions who have recently started or are considering using impact 
investment approaches to fund the development and growth of social innovations. This might 
include organisations similar to Nesta operating in the UK or internationally, departments of 
UK or foreign governments, and corporations. It might also include charitable foundations and 
large service-delivery organisations considering strategic impact investments, e.g. housing 
associations. Individual investors will, we hope, find the information useful but the guide does not 
address their specific requirements. Potential investees might also find the content useful. The 
guide is not aimed at financial institutions.

How to use this guide
The guide is divided into the following sections: 

SECTION A: Social innovation and the role of social ventures 

SECTION A explores the concept of social innovation and why it is needed, the forms it can 
take, and what role social ventures play in developing and scaling social innovation. 

SECTION B: What is a social venture, and what support do they need?

SECTION B looks at how to identify social ventures for investment, how impact is created and 
the role that investment can play in increasing the impact of social ventures. 

SECTION C: Should your organisation invest in innovative social ventures?

SECTION C explores why you might become an investor in social ventures, the factors 
that influence this decision, and what you can offer investees in the way of resources and 
capabilities. 

SECTION D: Practical matters for investing in innovative social ventures

SECTION D outlines some of the practicalities of being an investor, including the importance 
of co–investing alongside others.
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What the guide does not cover
This guide outlines Nesta’s specific approach to making investments into innovative social 
ventures. It doesn’t delve into issues that are not specific to this approach and/or are well–
documented elsewhere. For example, the guide doesn’t discuss portfolio theory or measurement 
of financial returns, nor does it attempt to capture others’ activities or theories of impact 
investment, except where it relates to Nesta’s own approach. 

Nesta’s experience and Nesta Impact Investments

Nesta has been a significant catalyst in the field of social impact investing since 2008. We 
have a portfolio of investments in impact investment funds, innovative impact investment 
products and impact investment advisory firms built over the period of 2008 to 2011. Our 
research on topics such as the behavioural insights of making social investments, the role of 
tax incentives in the field, and the nature of demand for finance have helped to shape the 
policy environment. 

We adopted a direct investment approach in October 2012 with the launch of Nesta Impact 
Investments. Created to test and demonstrate further methods of investing in innovation for 
social impact, the £17.6 million limited partnership fund is funded by Nesta, Omidyar Network 
and Big Society Capital. 

The Nesta Impact Investments (NII) team wants to see the power of innovation and 
technology used to solve major social and environmental problems, bringing the benefits of 
innovation to everyone in society.

NII helps to enable this by investing in ventures with inclusive and scalable innovations that 
are run by outstanding entrepreneurs. We invest in three areas of high social need linked to 
Nesta’s charitable objects: Ageing Well, Education and Employment of Young People, and 
Sustainability of Communities. 

When NII invests, it looks for opportunities that are:

• Outcome focused

• Innovative

• Evidence based

• Inclusive

• Scalable and financially sustainable

• Led by outstanding entrepreneurs

The fund is aiming to make around 15 investments over four years, and the fund has a total 
life of at least eight years. NII is managed by a team with experience in venture capital, social 
investment, research and evaluation. For further information see nestainvestments.org.uk
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SECTION A 

Social innovation and the role 
of social ventures

This section looks at the need for innovation to address social issues, and explores 
how it can create economic and social impact. 

It briefly covers the different models for developing and growing social innovations, 
and in particular social venturing as one model for doing this. It then looks at 
different means of funding social innovation, and identifies the development of 
social investment within this.

What is social innovation and why is it needed?

Innovation can be described as our ability to generate and adopt new knowledge and ideas. 
Growth depends on it: in the UK, 63 per cent of productivity growth in the last decade came 
from innovation.1 Research also shows that innovative businesses create more jobs and grow 
faster.

The UK has a tricky combination of social challenges to overcome, and developed economies 
around the world face similar challenges. For example, we must find ways to care for an ageing 
population, to train young people for jobs in a digital economy, and to maintain public services – 
all while public spending declines.

We need innovation to help us overcome these social challenges.

For the last 70 years, since the adoption of the welfare state,2 meeting social need has been the 
role of the public sector or, at least, the public purse. At 22 per cent of all GDP, the public sector 
is a major contributor to the economy of the UK; therefore social innovation has an economic as 
well as social basis, and the two are increasingly connected. For example, we are living through a 
period of fast–moving technological innovation (especially digital and internet technologies) that 
is giving rise to rapid social and economic change. And at a global scale countries are connected 
not only through commerce, but also by social matters of financial stewardship, climate change 
and migration.

Social innovations have both potential economic and social impacts. Consequently, we see 
social innovations developing across the public, private and third sectors, presenting investment 
opportunities in each. The challenge is to apply these innovations inclusively – i.e. to improve the 
lives for all in society.

Where does social innovation occur, and what is the role for venturing?
Nesta’s paper In and out of Sync3 describes the different stimuli for social innovation. Innovations 
arise either from a demand ‘pull’ for particular services, or from a supply ‘push’ where a social 
product is looking for a customer base. With social innovation, the relevant innovative imperative 
is tackling social needs.
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Social innovations can evolve in different ways:

• Some innovations grow as movements or campaigns in a more diffuse, spontaneous way; 
campaign mobilisation sites such as 38 Degrees and Change.org are examples of this. 

• Other innovations achieve scale of impact through the use of franchises or parent 
organisations, such Alcoholics Anonymous, Friends of the Earth or Citizens Advice Bureau. 
These are autonomous local organisations replicated in various locations, with a central 
headquarters. 

• Another alternative is for a larger organisation to ‘house’ or own a social innovation, such as 
Telefonica’s hosting of the Wayra Digital startup incubators. 

• A fourth option for reaching scale of impact is through independent organisational growth. 
This may be achieved through a non–profit distributing structure, such as a charity, or by 
a for–profit business with shareholders. The social need is tackled both through product 
innovation, and in the development of a business model that enables the organisation to 
grow. Examples of these include Hackney Community Transport (HCT Group), Patients Know 
Best and many more, including those within NII’s portfolio of investees such as Ffrees, a social 
venture that offers online current accounts to those excluded from mainstream banking (see 
case study on page 11). 

The diagram below illustrates these different forms of social innovation. Venturing – on the far 
right – is only one option. In Section B we discuss what such a social venture looks like in NII’s 
view.

Figure A.1: Forms of social innovation 

 

Source: Mulgan, G., Ali, R., Halkett, R. and Sanders, B. (2007) ‘In and out of Sync.’ London: NESTA.

Where does social impact investment fit into the social innovation landscape?
Social impact investments can be defined as investments that deliberately target specific social 
objectives alongside financial return, and measure the results of both.4

Modern impact investing developed in the UK in the early 2000s, primarily through the supply of 
credit to charities and social enterprises in a relatively benign financial environment. The global 
financial crisis of 2008 has played a role in changing attitudes to finance, and there has been a 
concerted effort to develop a social impact investment industry since. 

Early institutions such as Charity Bank, CAF Venturesome and Bridges Ventures (amongst 
others) pioneered a range of models for supplying finance to organisations pursuing a social 
objective in a way that could also provide a repayment of capital with a return. Over more than 
a decade, the UK government has provided policy and financial support to help develop the 
field, to the extent that in the UK in 2014 a diverse range of fund managers and advisors provide 
access to social impact investments. Many innovations in impact investment approaches – such 
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as social impact bonds (see page 9) – are now being trialled. However, the track record of the 
field since the 2008 crash is too short for us to draw robust conclusions about performance 
in terms of risk, financial return or impact. Patience and iteration are required to support and 
advance this field, as they are in any other area of innovation.

It is important to note that financing organisations with social objectives is not the same as 
funding social innovation. In the latter, the objective is to fund innovation to achieve a social 
objective, i.e. to create new ideas and approaches, as distinct from perpetuating existing 
provision. 

Funding for social innovation takes many forms beyond the repayable financial instruments used 
by social impact investors. These include:

• Challenge prizes, like those run by Nesta’s Centre for Challenge Prizes.

• Procurement programmes that support innovation, such as the UK’s Department for Work 
and Pensions Innovation Fund.

• Grants from charitable foundations for projects that seek to address a social need, including 
advocacy and campaigning work intended to achieve social innovation through social 
movements and policy change.

• Internal R&D budgets at charities and service delivery companies.

• Payment by Outcomes contracts led by governments and other parties, which do not specify 
the activities to be undertaken but instead the results that should be delivered. These 
contracts may be financed with social impact bonds (see box below).

However, some social impact funding does specifically prioritise the financing of social 
innovation. For example:

• Social impact accelerators such as Bethnal Green Ventures, which support the startup of new 
innovative ventures.

• Social franchising organisations such as the International Centre for Social Franchising, which 
help to scale innovative approaches through replication.

• A range of ‘social venture capital’ funds, which seek to identify organisations with promising 
innovations that can achieve a scale of impact and positive financial returns to their investors. 
In the UK in 2014 these included Bridges Ventures, Big Issue Invest, Impact Ventures UK, 
Social Venture Fund and Nesta Impact Investments.

SUMMARY
• Social innovations have the potential to create both economic and social impact, and exist 

across the public, private and third sectors.

• They can evolve in different ways, from more informal diffusion to structured organisational 
growth, but the emphasis is always on addressing social need.

• Funding for social innovation also happens through a variety of ways, with social impact 
investment being one particular approach that aims to target specific social objectives 
alongside financial return.

http://www.nesta.org.uk/our-projects/centre-challenge-prizes
http://bethnalgreenventures.com/
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A note on social impact bonds

Social impact bonds are a financial instrument developed to provide finance to outsourced 
providers of public services. This finance enables the provider to fund the delivery of services, 
which are subsequently paid for in arrears under a contract with government. The payment 
from government is calculated based upon the improved outcomes for service users achieved 
by the service, which is termed Payment by Outcomes. 

The concept was developed in the UK, and is often cited as an example of financing social 
innovation. It was first applied by the organisation Social Finance to the problem of 
re–offending by prisoners. In that example, investors provided finance to a consortium of 
charities that support ex–offenders, and investors were repaid in proportion to the reduction 
in re–offending by those ex–offenders receiving the service.

Social impact bonds have the potential to support social innovation in the following ways:

• The Payment by Outcomes contract can be drafted to allow the delivery organisation 
significant flexibility – and the scope to innovate – in the means of delivering the service.

• Allowing the option of raising third party finance to fund service delivery ahead of Payment 
by Outcomes can enable the delivery of innovative services that otherwise would not receive 
funding (or would be funded at lower scale) due to budgetary constraints. For example, 
investing in the prevention of re–offending is difficult as prison budgets are required to keep 
offenders incarcerated. 

The social impact bond and Payment by Outcomes structure is of course an innovation in 
financing for impact in itself. However, it should not be assumed that all financing of this sort 
is enabling innovation. It is possible to imagine that governments and others may switch 
their contracting terms to Payment by Outcomes, but then commission the same services 
as before. For government, risk and indebtedness have been transferred to a third party; but 
innovation has not necessarily been supported.
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SECTION B 

What is a social venture, and 
what support do they need?

This section explores what characterises a social venture from other social purpose 
organisations and commercial organisations, including those operating in areas of 
social need. It also looks at how social impact can be assessed, and what support 
social ventures may need to increase their social impact.   

What is a social venture (in Nesta’s view)?

The question of what constitutes a social enterprise or venture has long been debated, and there 
are multiple terms and definitions used in the field. Here we describe the way that Nesta thinks 
about and defines social ventures. 

Section A described the need for social innovation, and that it takes place in public, private and 
civil society sectors. As a consequence, Nesta has required a framework to identify organisations 
as social ventures without reference to common legal or corporate form definitions from one 
sector, e.g. registered charity, community benefit society, etc.

Therefore, Nesta identifies a social venture as one that in general has the primary purpose of 
social impact, while also seeking to be financially viable. Nesta would normally consider a social 
venture to be an organisation that, regardless of legal form:

a. intends, as its primary objective, to tackle a social need 

and then...

b. seeks to deliver a financial return to investors.

The order of these is important for Nesta, however this may not be the case for every 
organisation investing in social ventures. 

Criteria for identifying social ventures
NII applies a more specific framework to identify ventures that may be suitable for investment 
from the fund, given its focus on specific social needs, and its mandate to invest in early–stage 
and innovative ventures. Criteria will vary for different organisations, but at NII investees must 
have the following five characteristics:
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Figure B.1: Five essential characteristics that NII looks for in a social venture

CASE STUDY 

NII investee Ffrees

Ffrees is a digital current account that helps families to save and budget. The basic account 
is free to join and has no monthly fees, and anyone with a confirmed UK address can get an 
account regardless of financial or social status. Services such as Ffrees’ Jam Jar help people 
to manage their budget and put money aside that is ring–fenced to pay bills. Ffrees addresses 
the problem of financial exclusion through people being ‘unbanked’, i.e. refused access to a 
bank account due to their status or financial history. It generates revenues from customers 
paying transaction or monthly account fees, which are all transparent.

Alex Letts, chief executive and founder of Ffrees, says it is attracting people that want a new 
type of account: “Millions of families today are not good business for the banks unless they 
can be charged fees and penalties. Not surprisingly, families are unhappy. Our unique current 
account is accessible for all families, regardless of their financial status.”

Outcomes focused

Outcomes focused: the activities of the venture should be intended to have 
a positive effect for a specific group of people. NII has a prescribed set of 
‘outcome’ statements for each of its three themes – these are statements that 
describe a positive change in a person’s life. NII also agrees with ventures which 
specific group of people they will target.

Innovative in approach

Innovative: the venture’s activities should have an impact that goes beyond that 
which already exists. Innovation may be seen in the product, process, business 
model or financing.

Evidence based

Evidence based: the activities of the venture should be consistent with what 
existing evidence suggests will be impactful, and the venture can explain a 
logical model connecting its activities to an outcome. The venture should be 
committed to increasing its Standards of Evidence (see page 14 for more detail) 
over time by doing more evaluation. 

Inclusive: accessible and affordable

Inclusive: the products and services offered by the social venture should be 
designed to benefit all people in the target population, and the venture should 
plan to make its products and services accessible to and affordable for the 
targeted population. 

Scalable

Scalable: the output (products or services) of the social venture should be able 
to grow to reach a level that is significant relative to the level of need and size of 
the target population. 

https://www.ffrees.co.uk
https://www.ffrees.co.uk
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With nearly nine million individuals classified as unbanked or underbanked, Ffrees offers a real 
alternative to the traditional banking model. Research by The Friends Provident Foundation 
has shown that even 43 per cent of the newly banked are still transacting entirely in cash, in 
part due to a fear of penalties, and partly because of the flexibility cash can provide.

Ffrees launched in January 2013 and is now receiving over 200 new account applications per day.

Nesta Impact Investments was attracted to Ffrees because of the potential it offers to 
revolutionise the way people on lower incomes access and benefit from financial services.

What is impact, and how do we know if a venture is 
having a positive impact?

As discussed, innovation plays an important role in improving people’s lives and addressing 
complex and difficult issues in society. Social ventures are those that intend to address these 
issues in a financially sustainable way. But how do we know if a venture is having an impact on a 
social need? And how can we assess whether investment in a venture will contribute to increased 
impact?

One way of thinking about impact is the model used by NII. It considers the following factors, 
and their inter–relationships, as constituting the impact of a venture:

• Effect: what is the effect of the venture’s activities on the people it is 
targeting? 

• Impact risk: how certain can we be that the effect can be delivered? 

• Scale: how many units of the venture’s product or episodes of service are 
being supplied to the targeted users?

• Financial sustainability: can the venture sustain its scale? 

We can only know if the investees are achieving positive impact by measuring these factors, 
which is addressed later in this section.

Focusing on positive impact rather than corporate form 
Historically, social investment practice has had a strong focus on corporate form (registered 
charity, community interest company, etc.) as a ‘proxy’ for an organisation’s intention to create 
positive impact. NII has chosen to not focus on corporate form because, using the model 
described above, we do not believe corporate form is a good indicator of actual impact or 
potential impact. 

However, in the absence of regulation forcing an organisation to prioritise impact, this approach 
requires investors to introduce a range of hard and soft measures to ensure a venture maintains 
its focus on impact. Hard measures NII uses – and may also be useful for other organisations to 
adopt – include:  

• Specific provisions in the constitution of a company. 

• Obligations to seek consent from investors on wide ranging commercial and impact matters.

• An obligation to pursue a plan for increased impact. 
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As well as these, soft measures include ensuring NII is confident in the entrepreneur’s motivation 
and ambition, that there is an alignment between their social objectives and those of the board 
and other investors, and that the social impact investor can join the organisation’s board.

Impact risk and failure
No means of governance, regulation, control or measurement can guarantee positive impact. So 
it is important to understand your organisation’s appetite for impact risk, and then seek to work 
with social ventures that match that risk. This is discussed further below.

Where do social ventures fit into the landscape of  
organisations achieving social impact?

As already described, social innovation appears in various forms. Nesta’s definition of a social 
venture helps us to distinguish social ventures from those innovations that are socially focused 
but that have users without the appetite or ability to pay, and from purely commercial ventures 
operating in areas of social need or public service. We can then draw up the landscape into 
broadly commercial, broadly philanthropic and broadly suitable for social venturing, as shown 
below. 

Figure B.2: Dividing up social innovations around organisational growth

How do ventures develop? 

This section describes one way of thinking about the development of a social venture, and of 
assessing that development in terms of evidence of impact and evidence of having a viable 
business model. The general financial, organisational and commercial progress of an organisation 
is not covered here as it is well documented in mainstream venture literature. However, 
approaching organisational growth as a key component of creating greater impact is explored. 

Shaded area represents the
range of opportunities for social
impact investments into ventures.

Non–market mechanisms
more appropriate for these
social innovations, such as
philanthropy, campaigning and
advovacy for government,
adoption by goverment of a
social innovation as a
statutory provision.

Commercial market
application more suitable,
given the weaker focus on
social outcomes and stronger
potential to generate financial
returns.
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Mapping a venture’s organisational progress and evidence development 
The ‘ladders’ diagram below provides a snapshot of the stages of development of a social 
venture across two parameters: business model and evidence of impact. 

The left side of the ladder acts as an axis for stages of organisational development. As the 
venture moves from bottom to top, it builds its internal capacity to deliver its product/service 
and to sustain that financially. As the venture climbs this side of the ladder it can give increasing 
certainty of its capacity to viably operate, i.e. it reduces its financial risk. 

The right side of the ladder reflects the different stages in developing evidence of impact 
(described in detail in Nesta’s paper Standards of Evidence for Impact Investing5). Climbing 
this side of the ladder indicates increasing certainty that the organisation is delivering positive 
impact, and demonstrates reducing impact risk.

Figure B.3: Mapping organisational development alongside evidence development 

This model can be used to assess a venture, and considers both the stage of its commercial or 
‘business model’ development and its stage of impact development. 

Parallel value points
An investor in commercial, rather than social, ventures chooses where and how to invest 
according to its assessment of financial value points (represented on the left hand side of the 
ladder), e.g. number of customers, turnover, etc. 

Impact investors can seek to identify corresponding value points that demonstrate outcomes 
and impact arising from activities (the right hand side of the ladder). These two parallel value 
points are considered together in the overall progress of a social venture. 

It’s important to remember that a social venture’s performance in evidencing social impact 
rarely progresses in lock–step with its financial value development; instead, it may find itself 
considerably ahead on one dimension and lagging behind in the other. For example, an 
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http://www.nesta.org.uk/publications/standards-evidence-impact-investing
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organisation with a long track history of operations but that is new to impact measurement, may 
find itself at the top of the ladder on the left side, but at a lower rung on the right side of the 
ladder. In order to progress overall however, a social venture needs to develop both its impact 
and its business model. 

Using the Standards of Evidence to tackle impact risk
The right hand side of the ‘ladders’ diagram reflects Nesta’s Standards of Evidence for Impact 
Investing6 methodology (see Figure B.4 below). This is specifically designed for use in the field of 
investing for social impact. It seeks to provide investees with an ‘impact track record’, parallel to 
the ‘financial track record’ sought by investors when assessing the financial risk of an investment.

Figure B.4: Standards of Evidence 
 for Impact Investing

Source: Puttick, R. and Ludlow, J. (2012) ‘Standards of Evidence for Impact Investing.’ London: Nesta

Initial stages of evidence are based on the logic of evidence from other interventions (before 
testing, Level 1) and then progress to show correlation between a venture’s activities and a 
positive effect on an outcome for a person (Level 2). The next stages are to show the venture’s 
activities have caused the effect (Level 3) – a critical tipping point in reducing impact risk. 
Beyond this the evidence shows that the impact can be replicated in similar environments (Level 
4) and rolled out (Level 5). As levels increase, greater certainty is gained that the venture’s 
claimed effects will be delivered. 

Nesta developed the Standards of Evidence for two key reasons:

• Impact risk is a primary measure of impact for a social venture, because it tells you 
how certain you can be that what the organisation does leads to the stated outcome or 
improvement for the user.

• In many markets, the level of impact risk has a direct effect on the financial performance of 
a social venture and is therefore a vital component of an investment decision. For example, 
in healthcare the ability to demonstrate the effectiveness of an intervention on patient 
outcomes is a prerequisite to purchasing by a health provider.
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This way of thinking is not entirely unique to social venture investing: the pharmaceutical 
industry, for example, correlates standards of evidence around the effectiveness of a new drug to 
its financial value. 

The aim of the Standards of Evidence is not evidence generation in itself. Instead it is to, firstly, 
have a means of selecting investments that are most likely to have a positive effect for people 
and communities; and, secondly, to see capital deployed to grow the impact of a venture’s 
products and services (including by increasing the certainty of their effect).

Thinking about your organisation’s attitude to risk
Your organisation’s attitude towards risk and appetite for taking it influences the stage at which 
it will invest. Less appetite for risk necessitates later–stage investment in better proven models.

NII has a relatively high appetite for risk and is prepared to invest in a venture that is currently 
at low levels of organisational and evidence development. It often invests in organisations 
around Level 1 in evidence and Level 2 in business model development, and aims to help them 
to progress to Levels 3, 4 and 5. It may also take an organisation that is at a considerably more 
advanced stage organisationally than it is in its evidence development, and help it to synchronise 
these two parameters to progress together. 

Investors need to be cautious to not assume that impact linearly correlates with organisational 
scale alone. For example, NII works with early–stage ventures whose product and means of 
delivery are often in flux and subject to constant iteration. Increasing the scale of an unproven 
product may not have a positive effect for the people receiving the product; if the product 
doesn’t work, scaling it up may have a negative effect, whereas redesigning it could have a 
positive effect.

What support do ventures need at different stages of 
development? 

Ventures need help in order to develop their business model and evidence, to grow and to 
have greater overall impact. The specific support needs of new social ventures are shaped by 
their stage of development, i.e. where they are on the ladder. For example, at concept level, 
entrepreneurs need access to expertise, and networks to establish relevant data, findings and 
practice; at seed stage, organisations need the means to prototype and test their product. 

Different investors and investment models have evolved to reflect these changing support 
needs. For example, concept development is the territory of incubators and accelerators,7 while 
specialist ‘seed funds’ often combine financial resources with management and technical skills 
to support prototyping. NII aims to invest at or just after the prototyping stage (Level 2), where 
Nesta’s networks can be utilised to support testing, promotion of the offer and early sales. 

The Nesta and Young Foundation report Growing Social Ventures8 explores the range of support 
social ventures require to grow, and the range of organisations which provide this support.

What is the role of investment in achieving impact?
We need to be careful when thinking about how investing in a venture contributes to improving 
people’s lives and addressing social needs. 

Nesta doesn’t believe investment in ventures can directly improve people’s lives. As the diagram 
overleaf suggests, investment in a venture should aim to increase the capacity and capability 
of a venture to operate and undertake its activities in order to then have an impact. Ventures 
also require revenue and many other inputs, so it does not seem reasonable to Nesta to directly 
attribute improved outcomes for users to investment inputs. 
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Figure B.5: Role of investment in producing outcomes

Investment isn’t just money
Whilst social ventures typically seek investment as cash, early–stage investees rarely need simply 
cash for its own sake (e.g. to finance invoices paid in arrears). Rather, investment is needed to 
provide a package of support that helps the venture to build its capacity, and therefore climb the 
ladders of business development and evidence development.

Cash is, of course, a vital and usually majority component of the investment, and is used to pay 
for many of the support and development needs of the ventures. But like many operators in 
the venture capital, social investment and venture philanthropy fields, NII considers its entire 
package of investment support (finance, networks, access to expertise, supply chains, business 
support and influence on policymakers) as necessary to the role it plays as an investor. 

An approach to measuring the performance of a venture
As discussed earlier, a social venture is one whose primary purpose is to have a positive impact, 
and NII defines impact as being the combination of:

• Effect

• Impact risk

• Scale

• Financial sustainability

This framework can be used to assess the impact of a venture prior to making an investment, and 
then to track progress of the venture in increasing its impact (which at NII is seen as the goal of 
an investment). 

NII makes an initial impact assessment as part of its investigation into a venture before 
investment, and this is then approved by its investment committee. Having decided to invest, 
but before actually making the investment, NII discusses with the venture targets for increasing 
the dimensions of impact over the expected time period of the investment. NII then regularly 
assesses and reports on progress against these targeted increases in impact.

Currently NII uses a traffic light system to show quickly how a venture is performing against the 
targets set for increased impact. 

Revenue and
other inputs Outputs

Positive
outcomes

Activities

Investment

Capacity/capability
to operate
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Figure B.6: The relationship between impact and: capacity, impact risk, scale and financial   
 performance

So, for the impact of an organisation to increase, any one of the variables on the right side of the 
equation may rise. 

This mathematical representation implies an objective, almost scientific model, but in reality it 
will involve the skill and judgement of the team to assess impact performance. The support and 
scrutiny of NII’s investment committee to review and challenge these assessments also helps to 
build a fair picture of progress.

This approach to impact measurement shows NII’s rationale in supporting a social venture to 
develop in order to increase impact and financial viability. Whilst the relationship may well not 
be perfectly linear, the concept here is that improvements in organisational development have a 
direct effect on improved impact, and vice versa.

SUMMARY
• NII identifies a social venture as one that primarily tackles a social need for all affected, and 

then seeks to deliver a financial return to investors.

• In order to grow, social ventures need to balance the dual dimensions of organisational 
growth with the development of evidence of outcomes. 

• Fundamental to this for NII is how it takes on impact risk. Using the Standards of Evidence 
here helps to assess a social venture’s progress and impact risk as it develops.

• Investment plays a vital role in building the capacity and capability of social ventures to 
deliver the desired positive impact, but they need more than just financial support.

Reflection points 

• Are there market opportunities for tackling social needs in your country? Consider the role 
that ventures could play in this, and what support they would need from others to achieve 
their potential.

• Think about what criteria would be suitable for defining a social venture in your own context. 
What specific characteristics might be necessary for investment?

• How could you ensure that the benefits generated are accessible to all those for whom the 
outcome is relevant?

• How could you seek to tackle the risk that impact is not delivered? Is there data already 
available to help show what works? Could this be built on?

I =f( E R S F )
E

I

R

S

F

Overall impact generated.

Effect – the effect of an organisation’s outputs on outcomes for people in the target population.

Impact risk – the level of certainty that outputs have the stated effect.

Scale – the volume of output delivered to the target population.

Financial sustainability – the ability of the organisation to sustain its scale of output through 
ongoing revenue, investment and other inputs.
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SECTION C 

Should your organisation invest 
in innovative social ventures?

This section explores how to understand if becoming an investor in innovative social 
ventures could be right for you. To do this, it uses the framework of considerations 
implied by Nesta’s own decision to establish Nesta Impact Investments

What factors determine whether to invest in social 
ventures?

A number of factors may determine whether an organisation should engage in impact 
investment of any type, not just investment in innovative social ventures. The diagram below 
illustrates a framework for thinking these through.

Figure C.1: Factors affecting whether to make impact investments

Each of these factors is now considered more fully using Nesta’s own position as an example. 

3. What sort of ventures
and at what stage could
we support?

2. How does investment
in ventures fit with wider
organisational strategy?

5. Does the regulatory/
legal environment allow
and support us to
become investors?

4. Do we have the
resources and skills
to be investors?

1. What outcomes are
important? (focus on

positive impact)

Full alignment of factors
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1. Choosing outcomes that matter to your organisation

The first question is to decide what social needs, what specific outcomes, and for which people 
to focus on as an investor. The following set of questions can help you to consider which 
outcomes are important for your organisation and whether those outcomes are an appropriate 
focus for making investments. The considerations incorporate many of the questions raised in 
Figure C.1 and these are highlighted in brackets.

Figure C.2: Outcomes decision framework – what to invest in?

If there is opportunity at each point, then you may have identified a social outcome area into 
which you could invest with the intention of creating the desired positive impact alongside 
financial returns. In Figure C.3 we work through an example from Nesta around determining 
whether to invest in outcomes relating to ageing. 

Can my organisation
engage with support
and expertise? 
(Q 4)

Decision:
Consider supporting
outcomes in this area
with investment into
ventures.

Is there an obvious
role for innovation
in this area?
(Qs 2 and 5)

For whom else are
they important?
E.g. users, government,
funders.
(Qs 1, 2 and 5)

Do market
solutions
support this
innovation?

What outcomes are
important to my
organisation
strategically?
(Qs 1 and 2)

Are there entrepreneurs
building ventures in this
area at an appropriate
stage of development
whom we can reach?
(Q 3)  
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Figure C.3: Working through an example of NII’s outcome decision framework: better outcomes  
 for health and wellbeing of an ageing population

There is potential for tension in this process between what is needed by society and what 
an investor wants. This means that a potential impact investor must decide on the right 
balance between what it wants to do and sees as important, and what others (governments, 
services users, entrepreneurs) say they want or believe are important. Consultation with other 
stakeholders is likely to be an important part of the process. 

What outcomes are appropriate in other markets, such as emerging markets?
In the UK, government often shapes the marketplace for many social ventures, acting as 
the customer or creating fiscal incentives for others to purchase in ways that create social 
or environmental benefit. Alongside this, successive UK governments have determined that 
solutions for identified priority social issues are as likely to come from outside the public sector 
as from within it. The government influence on such public service markets provides something 
of a democratically endorsed market and builds incentives for ventures in social innovation. 

In emerging markets, and in many other developed countries, the role of the government as 
market creators who incentivise ventures may be less distinctive. Investors, other stakeholders or 
influencers might determine the priority outcome areas. 

For example, Omidyar Network (a partner in NII) focuses its activities on five social outcome 
areas across its international portfolio: financial inclusion, government transparency, education, 
consumer internet and mobile technology, and property rights. As described in Section A 

Can my organisation
engage with support
and expertise? 
(Q 4)

Decision:
Consider supporting
outcomes in this area
with investment into
ventures.

Is there an obvious
role for innovation
in this area?
(Qs 2 and 5)

For whom else are
they important?
E.g. users, government,
funders.
(Qs 1, 2 and 5)

Do market
solutions
support this
innovation?

What outcomes are
important to my
organisation
strategically?
(Qs 1 and 2)

Are there entrepreneurs
building ventures in this
area at an appropriate
stage of development
whom we can reach?
(Q 3)  

Yes, within our risk
appetite and in reach
through Nesta’s own
networks and incubators.  

Yes, through our
networks, our
existing sector
expertise, our
investment,
and with support
on impact
assessment.

Select Ageing
as an investment
theme for NII.

Yes, problem on 
the rise, systemic
solutions needed;
regulatory push
from government.

Central and local
government,
elderly people and
their families,
some trusts.

Improved wellbeing and
quality of life for UK’s ageing
population, which is within
Nesta’s charitable objects.

Yes, potentially
large customer
base and
economies
of scale to
be gained.
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and reiterated in Omidyar’s report Priming the Pump,9 support for innovation often combines 
a range of activities beyond pure investment, taking in advocacy (such as the Alliance for 
Affordable Internet), philanthropic support (grants before or alongside investment) and a wide 
range of non–financial tailored advice to help organisations reach the scale and impact they 
strive. Omidyar considers its support to investees as ‘laying the foundation for innovation and 
entrepreneurship to thrive’.

CASE STUDY 

M PESA

Inadequate, inaccessible financial services are undoubtedly one of the reasons why the poor 
are trapped in poverty. Without access to finance, poor people cannot invest in tools to 
increase productivity, start a microenterprise, invest in education or health, or even take time 
to search for better opportunities. The physical location of banking provisions in towns acts as 
a further barrier in rural areas of Kenya. 

Developed by Vodafone and launched commercially by the company’s Kenyan affiliate 
Safaricom, M–PESA (M for mobile, pesa means money in Swahili) is a small–value electronic 
payment and value storage system accessible from ordinary mobile phones. Once customers 
have an M–PESA account, they can use their phones to transfer funds to both M–PESA users 
and non–users, pay bills, and purchase mobile airtime credit for a small, flat, per–transaction 
fee. The affordability of the service has been key in opening the door to formal financial 
services for Kenya’s poor. Only four million Kenyans have bank accounts but by 2011, four 
years after launch, 12 million customers were using M–PESA. 

M–PESA demonstrates the value of leveraging mobile technology to extend financial services 
to large segments of unbanked poor people, using a revenue model based on usage not 
credit ratings. M–PESA serves any Safaricom mobile customer who pays for an account. M–
PESA demonstrates the need for a low–cost transactional platform that enables low–income 
customers to meet a range of payment needs. A range of further developments are underway, 
for example the mobile operator association GSMA is developing the M–PESA concept and 
experimenting with ways of providing local farmers with information on crop trading, weather 
forecasts, market trends and daily pricing. 

2. How does investing in innovative social ventures fit   
 with your organisation’s overall strategy? 

The second factor identified in Figure C.1 is whether investing in social ventures fits with an 
organisation’s overall strategy. This is explored through the example of Nesta and NII, looking 
specifically at:

• The fit between social venture investing and the organisation’s purpose and history.

• The fit within the current portfolio of activities.

Fit with the organisation’s purpose and history
Nesta’s mission is to mobilise ideas and imagination for the common good and to boost the UK’s 
capacity to innovate,10 so supporting innovation in social ventures is consistent with this mission.

http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/about/about-us/money_transfer.html
http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/about/about-us/money_transfer.html
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Nesta was established in 1997 as an organisation with a risk–taking capacity. Throughout its 
history, funding innovation and taking risk has been at the heart of Nesta’s work. Investment in 
many forms has also always been part of Nesta’s history. This includes investment in: 

• The creative industries

• Venture capital

• Social investment funds and advisory businesses

• Incubator and accelerator programmes 

Therefore, making risk capital investments in social ventures is consistent with organisational 
history and learning.

Fit within current portfolio of activities
The chart below uses examples to illustrate the portfolio of Nesta’s activities to support 
innovation, at different expected return rates. It identifies where NII sits in the range of Nesta’s 
wider financial support for innovation. 

Figure C.4: NII’s place in Nesta’s portfolio of financial commitments to innovation

So investing for impact first, and then financial return, at a post prototype stage fits well in 
Nesta’s funding portfolio.

The importance of culture
The pervading culture of an organisation is hugely significant; an unaccommodating cultural mind–
set towards social innovation investment risk could trump the best laid strategy. However, with 
senior management support and patience to allow for cultural change to permeate, a culture that 
enables risk taking for different positive outcomes can become embedded in an organisation. 
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Reflection points

• How does investing in social ventures fit with your organisation’s overall strategy and history?

• How would investing in social ventures fit with your organisation’s other current activities?

• Does your organisation have the necessary appetite for risk and culture for investing?

3. What sort of ventures, at what stage would you   
 support?

Having determined that investing in social ventures fits with an organisation’s culture and 
strategy, this can then also be used to determine the stage of venture to support.

Relating strategic fit to venture development 
For example, NII has chosen to invest at a particular stage of business model and evidence 
development, as shown below.

Figure C.5: Defining the stage of ventures suitable for NII’s investment

At the bottom of the ladder, organisations are very new and require different finance and support 
to move beyond the concept stages on both organisational and evidence ladders. Investing 
at the top of the ladder does not fit well with NII’s strategic approach to using its resources 
experimentally, as these organisations are already nearer to ‘proven’ in both dimensions. 
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An investor’s appetite for risk influences investment choices
As a different investor you would mark out on the ladder your own area of potential involvement 
according to your appetite for risk, return and impact as determined largely by your 
organisational strategy, history and culture. This all heavily influences the stage of development 
into which you might invest. If your organisation is not set up to take risks, it is hard to see how 
it could take on relatively unproven organisational and impact risk. Equally, there could be other 
investors, such as foundations, that might choose to invest relatively small amounts of money at 
the highest risk points, if mission related outcomes could potentially be achieved through this. 
Other investors might choose to invest in mergers or joint ventures, or establish ventures of their 
own that they can control tightly as they dispense cash and resources to it. Such ventures may 
appear at any point on either of the ladders. 

Reflection points

• Looking at your organisation’s culture and strategy, what stage of venture might be suitable 
for you to invest in?

• Consider the different levels on either side of the ladder – both the business model 
development and the evidence development.

The table below shows where NII considers investing, why it chooses this stage in an 
organisation’s development and what it offers at this stage.

Figure C.6: At what stage does NII invest and why?

Stage of business NII Invest? Why (not)?  What alternatives? 
development and  With what support?  
evidence development

Level 1:  Risk of zero impact too Social incubators, 
Startup; theory   high; need very close accelerators. 
of change  engagement. 

Level 2:  Want early evidence of Angel investors, seed 
Prototype, trial customer  demand and benefit for funds. 
use; correlation evidence  users. 

Level 3:  Early positive evidence of Developing syndicate of 
Growing to break even;  impact and a business investors to co–invest 
causality evidence  model. NII can offer the and follow on as 
  support of systems, organisation grows after 
  networks, people, NII exits. 
  promotion and validation. 

Level 4: Unlikely Unless there is a  Other investors such as 
Growing profitability;  realignment of impact to (social) private equity 
replication  be achieved, the business funds. 
  model is already  
Level 5:  developed; NII’s resources  
National reach  less suitable at this stage  
  of development.
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4. Resources and skills – what can you offer to 
 investees? 

We saw in Section A how investees need various forms of support from investors. Here we 
consider the reverse side of this relationship; a key factor in deciding whether to invest in social 
ventures is to establish whether you have the resources and skills to commit to the investments 
you make. These comprise two main forms: money and non–financial support. 

Money
Your organisation will need to consider the following questions around finance: 

• What amount do you have to offer, and how much risk can you take with this cash? 

• How much cash is needed by the types of organisation you want to focus on? Early–stage 
investments may require smaller sums of money but involve higher risk. 

• As the venture develops it will need more investment – are you willing and able to provide 
the required sums, or are there other investors who are prepared to follow once you have 
worked to reduce the risk of the investment? 

Non–financial support 
Your organisation will also need to consider how well equipped it is to support a venture in 
building the sort of business capabilities it needs. The diagram below, drawn up in an earlier 
report for Nesta,11 depicts critical relationships that social ventures need, and the support from 
others that can help a venture build such relationships. 

The rings identify the key stakeholders for social ventures – such as end users, customers, 
financial investors and networks with expertise. The ‘lily pads’ show the complex offerings 
available to social ventures through each of these relationships. This theoretical typology shows 
the importance of five key ingredients for social ventures: access to people, money, power, 
knowledge, and attention. 

NII assesses the support needed by a venture and concludes to what extent it can deliver this 
within NII’s own team; and/or more widely within Nesta’s resources and teams; and/or whether it 
can connect ventures to support from Nesta’s wider networks.  

NII doesn’t automatically assume its financial contribution to be the most important aspect of its 
involvement. NII is one of many providers of social impact investment in the UK, so the offer of 
money is perhaps its least distinct feature, and an investee that seeks only cash is unlikely to be 
an appropriate investee for NII because of the degree of non–financial engagement NII expects 
with its investees.

Appetite for risk and non–financial engagement
Providing non–financial support as a resource involves as much risk as investing money, so you 
must consider how far you are prepared to risk exposing your networks, in–house staff time and 
capacity, your reputation and other relationships in order to support the management team of a 
social venture. It may well mean your organisation being associated with failures. A low appetite 
for risk in deploying these resources to support the social venture may suggest that social 
venture investment may not be the right route for your organisation. Alternatives to investment 
exist and are discussed at the end of this section.
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Figure C.7: The landscape of relationships sought by social ventures 

Source: Shanmugalingam, C., Graham, J., Tucker, S. and Mulgan, G. (2011) ‘Growing Social Ventures.’ London: The Young 
Foundation and NESTA.

Reflection points

• Think about what financial support you’d be able to provide, and what level of risk you’d be 
able to take with it.

• What type of non-financial support might your organisation be able to offer?

• And what support from your networks might you be able to tap into?
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5. Regulation – what role does the law play in 
 supporting investors to invest in social ventures?

The last factor referred to in Figure C.1 that influences whether to invest in social ventures is the 
regulatory and legal environment. Does the law allow or encourage such activity? 

In the UK, the law provides an enabling environment that supports investors to engage in impact 
investments in several ways. For example: 

• It is permitted for a company to pursue the dual purposes of prioritising tackling a 
social need whilst generating revenues and profits. This is further enshrined in certain 
UK corporate legal forms and regulation, such as charity status, Community Interest 
Companies and Community Benefit Societies. Other countries have replicated, created or 
are looking to adapt existing corporate forms to provide this dual purpose in law12 while in 
some countries, not seeking to maximise financial returns is a serious breach of a company 
director’s duties.

• Legislation has also been enacted that supports social ventures to win contracts 
based upon their impact: the Social Value Act (2013) encourages public procurers to 
consider positive social benefits of contracting one supplier over another. Some private 
companies have also adopted the tenet of this Act, and initiatives to create supply chains 
using social ventures are now operational.13 Additionally, regulatory changes to school 
structures, increased quality control in elderly care homes, and new government policy 
initiatives around transforming rehabilitation of offenders all provide a ‘push’ to creating 
opportunities in certain markets for social ventures.

• Reporting standards and obligations around social and environmental impact are 
likely to be supported by law: the law is seeking to drive change into the mind–set and 
accountability of investors, including charitable foundations, banks, and other lending 
institutions.14 Standard company reporting includes assessments of the environmental, 
social and governance implications of company activities.

• Individuals are encouraged to invest through tax breaks: the recent creation of a Social 
Investment Tax Relief underpins the UK government’s commitment to the concept of 
investment into social outcomes.

Outside the UK, there is increasingly a shared international agenda on impact investment. For 
example, the G8 Task Force on Impact investment has sought to create global momentum 
along common frameworks for impact investment; this includes sharing best practice between 
governments and practitioners.15 Different countries and regions will have different tools, 
instruments and regulations in place around investing for social impact, so you’ll need to 
investigate what support there may be in your area.

Reflection points

• Does the regulation in your country/region promote investment in social ventures?

• If so, what types of activities are in place to encourage the exploitation of social innovation  
to tackle social needs?

• How could your organisation take advantage of any activities or regulation?

• If there is an absence of regulation, how else might you as an investor work with other 
stakeholders to determine priority areas? (see Omidyar example, page 21). 
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What types of organisations might invest in social 
ventures?

NII believes a range of public and private organisations have good reason to consider investing in 
innovative ventures that aim to create demonstrable social impact. These are shown in the table 
below.

Figure C.8: Factors influencing different asset holders to invest in social ventures

 

Type of investor Key Features 

Housing Large balance sheets (UK: £118bn); asset 
Associations backed; hold both investor and investee 
 perspective; strategic focus on tenants’ 
 economic and social wellbeing

Corporations Can seek competitive advantage 
 through incubating new ideas; adds 
 value to business; many with large 
 surpluses; ESG reporting requirements 
 and customer awareness of corporate 
 behaviour drive change; understanding 
 of business development

International Complement (and substitute for) grant 
development aid programmes; develop partnerships 
institutions through investment; budget recycling; 
 long term sustainable approach to 
 priority areas

Public bodies, In the UK, £13bn p.a. procured from social  
and local organisations; incentive to ensure buying 
government best options; contract arrangements 
 (Payment by Outcomes etc.) shape 
 finance needs; incentive to support 
 innovations tackling prevention of future 
Central need; UK government already invested 
government £0.5bn in social investment sector via 
 incubators, grant programmes and 
 capacity building; launch of wholesale  
 social bank

Trusts and £88bn of endowments, £5bn of grant 
Foundations finance p.a. in UK; complementary use 
 of finance to support mission
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Examples of social venturing corporations 

A few corporates, such as Telefonica, Centrica, Unilever and Intel, have established funds to 
invest in targeted social outcomes that focus on an aspect of their own core strategy. They 
also have resources (both financial and non–financial) that can support their investment.

Ignite Social Enterprise: backed by Centrica, this UK impact investment fund focuses 
specifically on the energy sector. It funds both emerging and mature organisations that have 
a clear vision of how they benefit society, and combines capital investment with mentorship, 
networking and the support of Centrica employees. The £10 million fund launched in late 2013, 
and will make investments between £50k and £2 million over a ten–year period.

Trident Housing Association: describing itself as a social investment group, Trident’s activities 
incorporate housing organisations, charities and social enterprises. It targets its investment 
towards innovations that will improve social outcomes for its tenants, whether through better 
money–management or by providing improved job opportunities.

If you decide investment isn’t the right approach….

How else can an organisation support the development of social innovation and social 
ventures?
Section A showed that a venture isn’t the only route to growth in scale for social innovations; 
Figure C.8 also reflects that organisations are not confined to an investment role, and that they 
may be driven towards different roles by specific influencing factors. Organisations can support 
social innovation in a variety of ways, such as campaigning for regulatory change. They can also 
be advisors or customers of social ventures, or invest in one of the funds that lends on to social 
impact opportunities. These activities could be supplementary to or in place of investment.

For example:

• Housing associations often advocate for improved opportunities and outcomes on behalf 
of their tenants. 

• Many charitable foundations campaign on behalf of their target beneficiaries.

• Corporates providing mentoring and technical expertise to social ventures.

• International development institutions provide technical support to host governments and 
other local partners.

All these show support for social innovation without making direct investments in social ventures.

SUMMARY
• This section shows that a wide range of organisations might choose to invest in social 

outcomes that matter to them. 

• This is not just the prerogative of those who describe themselves as impact investors. 
Regulatory factors can open up a strategic advantage to a range of asset holders to invest 
in social ventures. 

• Relational capital is most important; cash is not the only factor in an investment package – 
in fact, it might not be within certain support packages at all. 

• The history of an organisation, its relevant skills and resources, the appetite for and 
perception of risk and the pervading culture will all shape the package of support it might 
consider itself able to provide to a social venture.

http://ignitesocialenterprise.com
http://www.trident-ha.org.uk
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Reflection points 

• What would you risk and what can you offer to create social outcomes that matter to your 
organisation?

• Is there a ‘push’ from government, which is creating an opportunity for social venturing that 
your organisation could capture? 

• Are there internal cultural barriers to investing in social innovation that need to be addressed 
first? 

• Is there a case to consider support through non–financial resources, such as campaigning for 
certain priority social groups of your organisation, or by lobbying for regulatory change that 
would bring about positive social impact?

• Organisations can help build the marketplace for social outcomes, and systematic analysis of 
the options will help to identify which roles are most applicable for your organisation.
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SECTION D 

Practical matters for investing 
in innovative social ventures

This section covers further practicalities of being an investor in social ventures. 
The information here will be useful if you have: 

• Decided that investing in innovative social ventures is a role for your 
organisation, and that you have the resources available (cash, team, networks, 
expertise, other support).

• Determined your own investment criteria, how to identify and attract ventures, 
and an appropriate due diligence process. 

• Created an internal process for making investment approvals. 

Under the broad categories of making, managing and exiting investments, this 
section covers:

• Planning for increased impact alongside the business plan.

• Choosing the right investment structure and instruments, given the impact goals 
of the investment.

• How to build syndicates of investors and their importance to early–stage 
ventures.

• Exit strategies.

Building an impact and evaluation plan 

In Section A we described a model for assessing the impact of a venture and how, ideally, a 
venture should be able to develop its evidence of impact alongside its business model. 

It is helpful to develop a detailed plan for how an investment will enable a venture to increase 
its impact, using the four elements of impact from Figure B.6 (effect on outcomes, impact risk, 
scale, financial sustainability). This way, both investor and investee remain focused on showing 
that the outputs of the venture are having a positive effect for an increasing number of people in 
the target population. The image overleaf depicts the core elements of an impact plan.
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Figure D.1: Components of an impact and evaluation plan

 

The core components of an impact plan, which sits alongside and complements the venture’s 
financial/business plan, covers:

• A description of each of the venture’s products and services that are considered to have 
an impact. This includes a specific definition of a unit of output (typically one unit of 
product sold, or a time period of service delivered).

• A tight definition of the ‘target population’ – the specific people who are expected to 
benefit from the venture’s products/services.

• Outcome statements describing the positive change expected to be experienced by the 
target population when receiving/using the output.

• Indicators that can be used to measure any change in the outcome.

• A plan for the growth in output supplied to the target population by the venture (drawn 
from or tied to the business/financial plan).

• A plan for an evaluation programme over time that:
• gathers evidence of the actual effect on the indicator of the output.
• reduces impact risk by conducting the evaluation to increasing standards of evidence.

• A public benefit statement that captures the venture’s commitment to inclusivity via 
affordable pricing and accessible distribution, and may include legal requirements linked 
to investment documentation.

Statement of the expected effect
(change) experienced by someone
in the target population receiving
the product or service.

Definition of one unit of output as
a unit of product, or a defined
period of service delivered.

Targets for growth in output
supplied to people in the target
population.

Public benefit statement explaining
how outputs will be accessible to
and affordable by all in target
population.

Description of venture’s product
and services, and explanation as
to why they have a positive effect.

Tightly defined target population
or user group.

Evaluation plan, specifying:

- Outcomes
- Indicators
- Measurement instruments
- Means/source of data collection
- Standards of evidence
- Those responsible for execution
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NII places a strong emphasis on planned increases in impact. This is not to ignore financial 
performance – financial sustainability is a key element of positive impact. Accordingly, the 
financial plan and impact plan need to go hand in hand and not be treated in isolation from one 
another.

Having built the impact plan, it then needs to be put into practice. A description of the numerous 
evaluation methodologies and their application is out of scope for this guide, but it can be useful 
to use standard measurement instruments or indicator definitions where they exist, as they have 
often been well tested and their use allows results to be compared with other datasets.

NII has an evaluation specialist in its team, who provides advice and support to ventures 
undertaking evaluation of their impact. At Level 3 in the Standards of Evidence and above, NII 
believes ventures typically need either in–house or specialist contracted evaluation support. 

NII expects the costs of evaluation to be built into a venture’s operating budget, and to be 
funded as part of its overall investment requirement.

Choosing an investment structure

Deciding on the amount, tranching, milestones, and terms and conditions to be attached to an 
investment is a subject of the vast field of corporate finance and has already been well covered 
in already existing literature. However, there are some practices in the structuring and terms of 
an investment that may be specific to its impact goals, and to the early stage of innovation at 
which an organisation invests. These are addressed briefly below.

Ensuring focus on increasing impact
An impact investor may be one of several investors in a venture. Other investors will bring a mix 
of motives, and increased impact will not always be a priority. So what can an impact investor do 
to safeguard a focus on impact in a venture’s development? Some of the approaches that NII has 
used include:

• Exploring the business model to understand where potential trade–offs exist; NII prefers 
models where positive impact arises through the supply of products or services to people, 
with revenues linked to the same supply.

• Including social purpose clauses in the Articles of Association of the company, with a veto 
on any change to these.

• Taking a board seat and requiring the venture to seek your consent before it can do 
certain things that affect the business model or impact, e.g. the type, form and structure of 
further investment or the sale of a key asset.

• Tying finance tranches to both commercial and impact milestones where possible. 
However, the progress is often faster (positive or negative) in business model development 
than evidence of impact, leading to ‘early calls’ on further tranches of finance without a 
balanced picture of impact and commercial progress.
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Choice and use of financial instruments to lock in social mission
Impact investors have a range of financial instruments available to them – for example NII can 
make unsecured loans, revenue–sharing agreements or offer equity finance. So how can financial 
instruments support the achievement of increased impact?

The choice of instrument can create hard consequences for an investee should it divert focus 
away from impact generation. For example:

• Debt instruments (term loans, loan notes etc.) can include terms relating to ‘events of 
default’ and define consequences for breaching the agreed terms or under–performance. 
Typically, an event of default triggers immediate repayment or high interest levels to be 
charged. Events of default can be tied to impact performance. 

• The venture may be required to issue a new class of shares with special rights for holders 
related to impact performance, or to issue only to impact focused investors and give them 
a veto over key impact matters. 

Figure D.2: How NII uses financial levers to mitigate impact risks

 

Developing syndicates of investors into social ventures 

A venture moving from the lower levels of the business model and evidence development ladder 
to national/international scale and robust, high–quality causal impact evidence is likely to require 
several million pounds of investment capital, typically beyond the capacity of a single funder in 
the impact investment market of 2014. 

Therefore, identifying and building a syndicate of investors who between them have sufficient 
funding capacity is important. For example, NII is able to invest between £150,000 and £1.75 
million (around 10 per cent of the £17.6 million investment capital available within the NII fund) 
into any single venture. 

Lever 1:
Financial tools

NII uses a mixture
of ordinary shares,
and preference shares,
alongside debt
based instruments
(revenue sharing
and unsecured
loans) to mitigate
early stage impact
risk.

Lever 2:
Tranching investment

NII releases tranches
of finance according
to progress on either
or both the financial
and impact evidence
targets. In practice,
the financial cycle
is quicker than
evidence development.
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Syndicates at different levels of investment
Syndicates and co–investment arrangements can take place at three different points, as 
illustrated below:

Figure D.3: Investment syndicates at different levels of investment

At enterprise level, investment syndicates form to firstly ensure the venture has access to 
sufficient funding, which may be beyond the capacity of any single investor, but also to share 
the risk of the investment amongst a group of investors. The venture and each investor need to 
ensure an alignment of objectives exists in the syndicate (see below). 

At fund level, investors pool their funds having concluded they have both an alignment of 
objectives and/or because they have identified a fund manager, such as NII, who can provide 
access to, or support for, ventures that the underlying investor cannot do itself.

Finally, when one investor or syndicate wishes to sell their investment in a social venture (‘exit’) 
they need a buying investor, which gives rise to ventures working with different investors as they 
climb the development ladder. This is explored in more detail below. 

Mixing motivations in a syndicate
As discussed in Section C, there are a variety of organisations that might become part of a 
syndicate of investors into social ventures. And a social venture, as we explored in Section A, 
may take a range of corporate forms. This means that syndicate members might include:

• Venture capitalists pursuing maximum financial returns.

• Business angels pursuing financial returns but also bringing their skills and experience to 
the organisation.

Options for investing
in Venture X

Investor features under different options

At point of exit from fund or from individual direct investment:
impact investors such as NII seek follow-on investors that will
ensure the principles of the investment strategy are upheld. 

At fund level: investors can co-create funds with specific themes;
alignment of fund's mission is critical to reduce risk of reduced impact
of social venture in favour of financial returns. 

At enterprise level: range of co-Investors, including mainstream
venture capitalists, business angels, philanthropic, corporate and
public sector investors. Each bring their own networks and acumen
to increase chances of success of the venture. 

X

X

X
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• Strategic investors – such as corporations, housing associations, central or local 
government – seeking access to the innovation being developed by the venture.

• Grant–making trusts or individual philanthropists seeking maximum impact. 

• Other social impact investors.

The challenge is to ensure an on–going alignment of objectives as the venture develops and 
inevitably adapts and iterates its approach. An impact investor can use its financial levers (as 
described in D.2) to ensure impact and financial sustainability are aligned. For example, NII will 
make greater use of debt based financing in situations where it sees that mission alignment may 
be at higher risk. 

Establishing a ‘ladder’ of investors 
As explored earlier in Section C, investors will choose what stage of development and risk profile 
they are comfortable investing in, and so a venture is likely to meet different investors as it 
climbs the ladder of business model and evidence development.

This means that new investors join the investor syndicate over time, and also creates the 
opportunity for earlier stage investors to ‘exit’ as the venture passes to a later stage investor. 
Some investors are prepared to join a venture when it is at the bottom of the ladder, but ventures 
need a syndicate of investors who are prepared to take a venture up the ladder together with 
aligned visions. There is also a need for other investors to take a stake in the venture when the 
syndicate has exited, as demonstrated in D.3.

Exiting an impact investment
A key consideration in making an investment in a social venture is how you expect that 
investment to come to an end. In addition to the standard considerations about exit from 
mainstream finance, an impact investor needs also to examine the consequences for impact of 
ending its relationship with the venture. These include:

• Other investor motivations (as described above) and their effect on the venture in the 
absence of an impact focused investor. 

• The development of the business model and evidence of impact; when will the venture 
have shown that its financial value lies in its ability to deliver impact? If that is still being 
tested, an acquirer with an explicit impact objective may be preferable.

• What will be the benefit to private individuals and organisations from an exit, and is that 
appropriate given the social impact objectives of the organisation and investment?

To date NII has not yet exited any of its investments, but it is already working to build 
relationships with potential follow on investors, and those who may be interested in acquiring 
NII’s investment. 

Comparing mainstream venture capital to the impact 
investment approach

We have tried to contain this guide to practices that we feel are distinct to not only social 
impact investment, but specifically to investing in innovative social ventures at an early stage of 
development. 

Despite this approach, much of what we have described may feel familiar to venture capitalists 
and other early–stage investors. We have tried to explore in the guide some of what we see as 
additional complexities and challenges faced by social ventures and their investors in comparison 
with their mainstream peers.
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We would summarise these challenges as such:

• Social ventures have dual goals – impact and financial return. This creates additional 
complexity and, in some models, tensions that investors and entrepreneurs need to 
manage. Climbing the ladder equally on both sides is difficult and sometimes slippery!

• The social impact investment field globally is still young and the capacity to create 
syndicates is much harder than in mainstream venture capital. The ability to deliver exits is 
broadly unproven. This slows progress.

It is a challenging field. But the rewards are far reaching and the journey fascinating. We hope 
this guide encourages you to participate. 

SUMMARY

• Practical management of a portfolio of impact investments into social ventures requires 
significant relational input, tools to ensure a venture remains on mission, and collaboration 
across a wide range of potential investors. 

• There is a delicate balancing act in the choice and application of financial tools as levers to 
ensure alignment of investors and the evidence of social outcomes created by the venture. 

• The need to build up investor syndicates to follow on from early–stage investment is 
critical for the longevity and development of an investee.

• Preparing for exit is vital, at a price that reflects the market value of the social impact 
generated. It requires understanding of the market environment into which the venture will 
be placed. 

Reflection points 

• As a potential social venture fund manager, consider the most appropriate concentration 
of fund themes that can be addressed, given market developments and time commitments 
involved in managing the portfolio. 

• Creating investor syndicates from a wide range of potential partners, including local 
authorities, mainstream venture capitalists or corporates, will be a priority throughout. 

• Appropriate use and tranching of finance can ensure the balance of financial and social 
outcomes is maintained throughout the venture’s growth. 

• Much like a Rubik’s cube, it is tricky – but clearly not impossible – to line up all the faces 
simultaneously. 
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Appendix: Checklist for considering impact investment 
into social ventures

Having considered the issues raised in this guide around taking on impact investment, this 
checklist will help to focus on whether it is right for your organisation.

A: Identification of need YES NO ?

1.  Can you identify and agree a set of high priority social problems that 
 could be addressed through innovation? 

2. Can you identify all those for whom they are problematic, e.g. users, 
 families, government, grant funders etc.? 

3. Are these needs common to a wide group of society?

4. Are entrepreneurs already addressing these?

5. Is there a need for advocacy, public policy, lobbying or other initiatives 
 alongside or in advance of investment, to drive change?

B. Developing a venture approach to innovation in social outcomes

1.  Are you able to identify and reach the entrepreneurs who are tackling 
 these needs?

2. Are there any hubs, incubators, or other innovation centres developing 
 work in this area?

3. Are you able to identify those social outcomes where there is a possible 
 role for the market mechanism (i.e. there is a likely customer base)?

4. Are social innovators/entrepreneurs able to access the capital they 
 need to test out social innovations?

5. Are there any examples from other countries of relevance to your 
 situation?

C. Establishing an impact investment fund

1.  Are there any funders already known to you who are addressing these 
 issues and with whom you could collaborate on specific social outcomes?

2. Are there other potentially interested parties such as corporations for 
 whom solutions to social issues would be in their interest too?

3. Do you already have or could you develop a methodology of evidencing 
 the impact of the social interventions?

4. Do you have or could you access the financial expertise to manage a 
 fund focusing on social outcomes as well as financial returns?

If you answered yes to most of these, there is a strong case for forming a steering group with 
potential partners and considering the development of such a fund. 
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Glossary of Terms 

Articles of Association: the constitutional document of a company in UK law that defines the 
responsibilities of the directors, the kind of business to be undertaken, and the means by which 
the shareholders exert control over the board of directors. Page 34.

Business angels: individuals who make a financial investment and often a commitment of time 
and expertise to an investee. Page 36.

Class [x] shares: the equity of a company may be divided into sub–classes, with different rights 
associated with each class. Page 35.

Debt: a class of financial instrument where money is owed by one party to another. Page 35.

Equity: an ownership interest in an asset, such as a property or a shareholding in a company. 
Page 34.

Exit strategy: a plan for repayment of the investment and end of the investor’s relationship with 
the venture. This may include sale of the shareholding to another investment fund; sale of the 
entire organisation to another organisation; repayment of the investment from trading cashflow; 
a listing on a stock exchange. Page 32.

Financial risk: the certainty of achieving a financial return from an investment. Page 14.

Fund management: the business of managing investments on behalf of third party investors. 
Page 36.

Housing associations: providers of low cost housing, typically established as not–for–profit 
corporations. Page 30.

Impact risk: the level of certainty that the activities and outputs of an organisation lead to a 
benefit for its users (an outcome). Page 12.

International development institution: a financial institution providing finance in the form of 
higher risk loans, equity positions and risk guarantee instruments to private sector investments in 
developing countries. Page 30.

Investor syndicate: a group of investors who work together to provide finance to a venture. 
Page 37.

Mission lock: a means of ensuring the organisation does not divert from the purpose for which it 
was established. Page 34.

Outcomes: changes in people’s lives e.g. increased or decreased physical health. Page 8

Payment by Outcome: terms of trade where payment is made when the service or product 
provider has shown evidence that the service user (or cohort of service users) benefitted from 
the service/product. Page 8.

Social innovation: a new solution to a social challenge that is more efficient, effective or 
sustainable than current methods, and that creates value for society as a whole. Page 6.

Social venture: see definition on page 10.

Standards of Evidence: a system of classifying the method of evaluation according to how 
certain we can be in the findings. Page 14.

Tranching: providing funding in sub–divided amounts, often paid at different times and subject 
to the achievement of milestones. Page 34.

Venture capital: financial capital provided to early–stage, high–potential growth companies. 
Page 5.

Venturing: the activity of setting up a new organisation and seeking to grow its activities for 
financial or impact reasons. Page 6.
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